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The studies described in this report \·!ere made during 
the period from August 19/.9 to February 1950 in the Hydraulic 
Laborato!"J of Colorado Agricultural and Hechanical College, 
Fort Collins, Colorado. Construc tion and testing of the hydra­
ulic rnodel of Rihand Dam. was authorized in a contract bet\·!een 
the Colorado Agricultural Research Foundation of the Colorado 
A &. 1'1 College acting through the Civil Engineering Section of 
the Z�)eriment Station, and the International Engineering 
Cor.J.pany, Inc., San Francisco, California. 
The International Engineering Coupany, Inc., is res­
ponsible for the design of the structure, and their Chief 
Engineer, Hr. D. J. Bleifuss together 'ltrith J.fr. H. L. Hinkson 
observed the model in operation and discussed the resu�ts \vith 
laboratory staff members. Throughout construction and testing 
of the model, consul tat ions \vi th and inspections by llr. H. A. 
English, a representative of the company, i.rere maintained at 
· 
regular intervals. 
Professor T. H. Evans is Dean of Engineering and 
Ch8.irman of the :Sngineering Division of the ��xperiment Stu.tion. 
Dr. D. F. Peterson is Chief of the Civil Engineering Section 
of the Experiment Station. 
Laboratory staff engineers \..rho contributed to the 
model studies vrere Hr. A. R. Robinson, in charge of the design 
office and the construction of the model, ll.r. D. Q. Hatejka, 
in.charge of the testing of the model, and Hr. C. II. Zee, 
assistant to I1r. Hatejka. Professors. D. Resnick supervised 
the compilation of the material for the report. 
· 
Mr. A. J. Peterka was consultant to the labor�tory 
on the testing program. He was assisted bJ 11r. �1. E. Hagner. 
The entire program was under the direct supervision of Dr. 
l1aurice L. Albertson. 
The report ims written by Professor Resnick and 
vDr. Albertson, and later rearranged and edited Qy the Inter­
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Rihand Dam is planned by the United Provinces, India on the 
Rihand River about 29 miles upstream fran the confluence of the 
Rihand and Sone rivers. The site, at an elevation of about 700 
feet above sea level, has a tributary watershed of 5,148 square 
miles. The reservoir created Hill have a storage capacity of 
8.8 million acre-feet at Elevation 880.0o The project uilJ. 
produce hydroelectric pow er, provide storage of water for irriga­
tion, and afford a considerable degree of flood control on the 
Rihe..nd River belm.,r the dam. Partial flood control will also be 
effected on the Sane River. General relative locations are sho\..rn 
on Fig. 1. 
Need for Hydraulic Hodel Studies 
The Public Harks 
·
Department, United Provinces, procured the 
services of the International Engineering Company, Inc., San 
Francisco, California to design the dam, pm.,rerhouse and appur-
tenant works. Dr. John L. Savage of Denver, Colorado, \..ras 
retained �J the United Provinces as Consulting Engineer for the 
Rih8nd River development project. It \..ras decided by the Public 
ivorks Department, United Provinces, the designers, and the 
consulting eneineer, that hydraulic Radel studies would be 
desirable in order to check same of the important design features 
of the proj ect. Accordingly, the Colorado Agricultural Research 
Foundation of Colorado A & H College \.Jas engaged by contract \.ri th 
the designers in August, 1949, to perform the model testine work 
and submit a report on its findings. Hodel \.JOrk has been conducted 
at the hydraulic laboratory of ·Colorado A & H College at Fort Collins, 
Colorado. 
Scope of Investigations 
It Has mutually agreed anong the agencies concerned that a 
report on model tests should be prepared for submittal to the 
Chief Engineer. of the Public \./arks Department, Irrigation.Dranch, 
United Provinces, India. The report \.Jas to cover pertinent details 
of model tests with necessary sketches, pictures, interpretations 
of data, and recommendations. 
A 1:72 scale model of the nihand Dam and U1e imnediate 
surrounding area Has built and tested over a wide range of 
possible operating conditions. The tests \.Jere limited to the 
design originated by the International Engin�ering Company, Inc., 
for this structure. Hodifications reconnended as a result of these 
tests \.Jere not investigated by model tests but are believed to be 
necessary for best hydraulic performance. 
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PrototyPe Struct ure 
The Rihand pro ject c omprises a d an  with ove rfal l  s pi lh1ay,  
outlet wo rks , and poue rhouse with appurte nant \.JOrks . Drmli ngs 
f urnished by t he desi gners , givi ng st ructural detai ls of the 
pro ject,  represe nt the prototype of the i nve stigations unde r­
t�e n  i n  this model study pro gram. 
Dam: The d an  wi ll be located i n� co mparat ively narro w 
portio n  of t he rive r valley - see Fi g. 2 .  It wi l1 be of co nc rete 
gravity t ype Hith a ma ximun he ight of about 2 96 feet a ·bove the 
fo undation and a length at road \.,ray leve l of 3, 00 4 feet. The 
ali gnme nt is strai ght ac ross the rive r channe l with a po rtion 
of eac h  abutment c urved to fit the topo graphy. Due to fo undation 
conditions ,  t he east abutme nt ends in  an earth e mbankme nt about 
138 feet long. Fi gures 3 and 4 sho \.J ge nera l  layout a nd t ypical 
sectio ns. 
· 
Spilhmy: The o gee -type spillway has a gross le ngth of 66 4 
feet and is desi gned to pass  a maxi mum f lood of 440 , 000 cfs unde r  
a net head of 36 feet. Flo w  ove r the spi llway wi ll be cont ro lled 
by  14 tainter gates each 40 feet wide and 28 feet hi gh. Top of 
the closed gates is at Elevation 880 .0 . As desi gned, the e nergy 
of t he overflo wing wate r  will be dissi pated by a hyd raulic jump 
stilli ng �oo l. The sti lli ng basin co nsists of a 32 5-foot long 
slopi ng ap ro n  without baffle s ,  but t.Ji th a n  end s i ll 5 feet high. 
Ve rtica l a nd pa ra lle l t rai ning wa lls e xtend to the end of the apron 
and a re co nti nuations of the spillway trai ning walls . The spill1.,ray 
face i s  joi ned to t he ap ron by a s imple buc ket having a radius of 
120 feet. Fi gures 5, 6, 7 a nd 8 sho w various detai ls of the spi ll­
way. 
Re gulati ng \..forks: Irri gation a nd other re gulatory flo w  
releases f rom the re servo ir, a s  may be required i n  addition to 
turbi ne discharge,  will be provided by two sluices located i n  
the spil lway sectio n  at Elevation 710 .0. Details a re shown o n  
Fi g. 9 and di scharge rati ng curve on Fi g. 10 . 
PoHe r Plant:  The pm.re r plant is located to the east of the 
spillway ·immediate ly do wns tre am of the d am. A tot al of s ix hydro ­
t urbi ne gene rators will be inst alled , each of 43, 750 kva capacity. 
Penstoc ks ,  cont ro lled by fixed -whee l gates at t he i ntruce , e xtend 
through the d am to serve the turbines . .Ave ra ge total discharge 
_fro m six t urbines will be about 15, 000 cfs.  The tailrace is 
separated f rom the stil li ng basi n  by the ri ght t rai ni ng wall. 
Model Si ze and Scale 
Before c onstructing the mode l of Rihand Dam, the v arious 
hyd raulic features we re studied and a ll poi nts of potential dif fi ­
culty we re noted .  With t his i nformation i n  mi nd ,  the scale of the 
mode l was dete rmined , gove rned also by t he follo wi ng three factors: 
-2.;.. 
• 1. Data ne ce s s ary to evaluate the ·pe r­
romance of t he struct ure .  
2. Degree of accuracy re quired of t he 
data. 
3. Labo ratory facilities , such as 
capacity of pumps and avai lable 
floo r space .  
Hhe n a ll f acto rs were co ns idered , it was fourid t hat a mode l  s ca le 
of 1:72 would f ulf ill re quireme nts .  Riha nd Dam has several in­
depende nt hydraulic e le me nts . In orde r to determine t he effe ct 
of e ach e le ment on ot he r  eleme nts ,  an as sembled o r  1 ca:np lete1  
mode l  was ne cessary. 
The model was of sufficient s ize so t hat calibrat io n dat a, 
press ure d ist ribut io n, a nd t he gene ral flow p attern in most 
fe atures could be obtained wit hout t he need for larger separat e 
mode ls .  A mode l  s cale s maller than 1: 72 would not have permitted 
accurate meas urement of spillway and s lu ice d ischarges • 
. -3-
Chapter II 
MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING 
Design and Construction 
General Layout: As may be seen in Fig. 11 the complete model 
was contained in a head box upstream and a tail box dmmstream from 
the dam. The upstream face of the tail box formed the upstream face 
of the dam. The entire model occupied a floor space of 864 square 
feet. Care was taken to make the head and tail boxes sufficiently 
large to include the necessary topography upstream and downs tream. 
The area was sufficient to insure reasonable reproduction of proto­
type flow conditions upstream and downstream from the dam. 
In order to provide a sufficient depth of bed material down­
stream from the stilling basin, the model apron was built one foot 
above the tail box floor. This depth of bed material made it 
possible to Jneasure seventy feet of prototype erosion without expos­
ing the tail box floor. It also provided a margin of safety in the 
event that it became necessary to lower the apron. The floor of 
the head box was constructed considerably higher than that of the 
tail box (See Fig. 11) to effect economy in construction. 
For the Rihand model, gravitational forces were considered to 
predominate; thus the model was designed according to Froude's law, 
the Reynolds mnnber being considered relatively unimportant. 
Head Box arrl Tail Box: The head box was made 24 feet wide by 
8 feet long and 4 feet deep as shown on Fig. 11. The 8-foot dimen­
sion was the minimum possible to provide smooth uniform flow entering 
the spillway. The 24-foot dimension was governed by the economy of 
a rectangular layout, arrl the need for a 24-foot width in the lovrer 
channel. A 4-foot depth was required for the dam and necessary 
freeboard. A 6-inch thick rock baffle was placed across the entire 
width of th� head box to dissipate the energy of the water jet from 
the 14-inch supply pipe. Topography in the head box was formed in 
accordance with contours shown on Fig. 11 and 3. 
The tail box was made 28 feet long, 24 feet wide and 2.67 feet 
deep as shown on Fig. 11. At the downstream end of the tail box, a 
cut-off wall was constructed to approximately Elevation 626, which 
was the elevation of the river bed at this section. This wall also 
formed the upstream side of the sand trap used to trap bed material 
carried down th'3 channel • .  A tail gate was built dmmstream from· 
the sand trap to control the tailwater elevation. A chute below 
the tail gate guid'3d the water into the return channel. 
Various details of the model construction are shown pn Plates 
1 to 14 inclusive. 
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Overfall Spillway.: The face of the spillway was constructed 
of half-inch plywood fastened to wooden A-frame
·
s. Spillway crest 
and bucket were made o:f masonite treated with linseed oil before 
_being curved and fitted into place. 
A single row o� piezometers was provided in a template located 
on the centerline o� bay No. 3 (See Plate 6). Piezometer tubes were 
carried under the crest and out the side of the spillway to a mano­
meter board. Spillway piers made of Honduras mahogany and treated 
with waterproofing material were fitted to the crest (See Plate 13). 
Tainter gates were constructed of sheet metal and hinged to the piers. 
The spilhmy training walls were made of half-inch plywood and fastened 
to the A-frames. 
Air Step: A small brass angle fastened to the spillway formed 
the do\�stream face o£ the air step. The space between this brass 
, strip and the point of' tangency was filled \vi th modeliil.g clay care­
fully formed and smoothed into proper shape. This construction 
would allo\v easy modification of the air step in case it was found 
necessary. 
Sluices: Since the purpose of the sluices in the model was 
to study outlet conditions, no attempt was made to duplicate the 
intake end exactly. The relatively small size of sluices in this 
model made it impossible to obtain useful information on capacity 
or entrance pressures. Accordingly, the model sluice entrances 
and barrels were designed primarily to pass the discharges computed 
by the designers. The outlet ends were constructed geometrically 
similar to the prototype in order to insure hydraulic similitude 
between model and prototype sluice discharges. Model sluice barrels 
were made slightly over size and were equipped 'ath gate valves for 
regulation of discharges. 
' 
The arrangement and outline of prototype sluices is shown on 
Fig. 5 and 9. In the model, sluice barrels were made of 1-1/2-inch 
diameter copper pipe. A standard floor flange threaded to the up­
stream end of each pipe served as a bell-mouthed entrance. The 
flange also provided a simple means of fastening to.the upstream 
face of the dam. A 1-1/2-inch gate valve \vas installed near the 
upstream end of each sluice. The outlet ends of the sluices were 
made of sheet metal to the shape shown on Fig. 9. The "eyebrow" 
above each sluice outlet shown on this figure was also made of 
sheet metal. 
Stilling Basin: As designed, the stilling basin is 325 feet 
long measured from the end of the bucket and 664 feet wide (See 
Fig. 8). From Elevation 627.5 at the bucket, the apron slopes 
1 on 13 down to Elevation 604.0 at the end sill. The end sill is 
5 feet high \dth an upstream slope of 1 on 1 and a top width of 5 
feet. The model apron was constructed of plywood over a \Woden 
frame supported by the tail box floor. The training walls, with 
crests at Elevation 679.0 extending to the end of the apron, i·Jere 
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·also made of pl��ood over a suitable wooden frame. The end sill of 
the nodel was made of mahogany and screHed to. the apron. A cut-off 
Wall extended Vertically dOI.ffi\�ard from the apron to the tail box 
floor to prevent bed material fran \�orking back under the apron. 
Powerhouse: The powerhouse \.Jas constructed of 2-inch llllllber 
.fram-e work covered with half -inch pl��ood. Plate 13 shm.Js a portion 
of the partially canpleted powerhouse adjacent to the training wall. 
T o  simulate turbine discharge, tliTce 2-inch pipes ��ere connected to 
the powerhouse from the head box. The pipes \/ere provided with gate 
valves for control of discharge. Since no turbines were constructed 
in the model, energy dissipation was effected by a baffle constructed 
in the pm�erhouse. The baffle was modified by trial to provide a 
flow in the model tailrace at a velocity corresponding to that 
expected in the prototype. 
Eguinment and Procedure for Testing 
In order to clarify the use of laboratory equipment and the 
procedures followed for making accurate measurements of discharge, 
pressure, water surface elevation and erosion, a discussion of the 
testing equipment and its use is given below. 
-
Measurement of Discharge: \-Ia ter was supplied to the model 
through a 14-inch pipe from a 20-hp propeller-type pump. Two 
calibrated orifice plates, 10-1/2-inch diameter for large flm.,rs 
and 5-inch diameter for small fl01�s, were used to determine the 
discharge. 
Measurement of Pressure: Pressure measurements were made on 
the crest of the model spillt.,ray and imrnediately dmmstream from it. 
To accomplish this, 10 piezometers were placed flush 1�i th t.he surface 
of' the crest in the center of bay No. 3 ranging fran the upstream lip 
of the crest to a point at Elevation 800.5 dmmstrearn from the air 
step. Each piezometer was directly connected by a separate flexible 
tube to one of the glass tubes in the manometer bank. Thus the 
pressure at each piezometer location could be quickly compared with 
that at any other piezometer location. Each piezometer \�as primed 
in the ·standard manner with a solution of 90% \�ater, 5% Aerosol 
and 5% fluorescein. The fluorescein gave the water a color which 
made the meniscus readily
.visible. Aerosol was added to destroy 
surface tension and avoid capillary rise in the 1/8-inch glass 
manometer tubes. 
Heas'liTement of Air Entrainment: In tests made by the Bureau 
of Reclamation, it has been demonstrated that cavitation pitting is 
materially reduced by the presence of air in the •rater at the boundary 
sur.facec For this reason attempts have been made recently in the 
design of hydraulic structures to incorporate devices for introduc­
ing air. In the case of Rihand Dam, an air step six inches hieh is 
placed on the spillway crest immediately dmmstream from the piers. 
Air intakes are located in the dmmstream face of each spillway pier. 
-6-
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Conduits lead to headers embedded in the spiliHay beneath the air 
step. Fron these headers 10-inch diameter pipes at 5 feet on 
centers open up onto the spilh1ay face just dounstrec:n fran. the 
step. Some addi ticnal air under the nappe \..rill also be introduced 
at a point ir.:n::ediately d01mstream from the spill\..ray piers. The 
air· thus sup;:,lied should tend to reduce any erosive tendencies 
that may exist. 
The amount of air entrained will depen..d on several factor:::, 
such as: 
1. Pressure·under the nappe • 
. 2. Rouehness of thA underside of nanpe, 
which determines to a large extent · 
the ability of r:10ving �..rater to drag 
or "pump" the air. 
3. Size and shape of the void space 
benea.th the nappe. 
4. Velocity of ,.,rater in the nappe. 
It is known that the model does not reproduce the air entrain­
ment conditions of the prototype. IIm.,rover the uodeJ. may be used as 
a c�ue.J.itative indicator of what may be expected in the prototype. 
To measure the air entr�ined in the model, it \.fas necessary 
first to seal off the underside of the nappe dmmstream from the 
piers. ·Next, it was necessary to introduce air under controlled 
conditions. This t..Tas accomplished by using an air conpressor to 
supply air through a vent imr.1ediately dovnstream from the air step. 
The amount of air introduced was measured by an orifice meter placed 
in the line bet\·Jeen the compr essor and the vent. The orifice was of 
standard construction and the pressures imnediately upstream an:1 
do,mstrearn from the orifice plate were measured by a \.fater mano­
meter. 
Heasurement of ·,.Jater Surface Elevation: Uater surface elevations 
were measm·ed by Lory-type adjustable gages mounted at three locations 
as shmm on Fig. 11. The gages read to one thousandth of a foot model 
scale. The headwater hook gage was mounted in a 4-inch plastic still­
ing welJ. to facilitate reading. Tail\.,rater and te..ilrace point gages 
were unprotected. 
A quick-setting float gage 1ms used to set the head\-rater elevation. 
Al thou�h this gage could not be used for final readings, it \.fUS extremely 
sensitive and greatly facilitated the process of setting a new head­
\.,ruter !=!levation. The final and more refine d adjustments \.fere made 
usinG the Lory gage. 
Heights of surges in the tailrace and of waves dmmstrearo from 
the stilling basin were measured by point gages. The gages \.fere set 
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to the maximUTil and minimum water surface elevations occuring over 
-periods of several minutes. 
Measure�ents of Erosion: Before each erosion test, the bed of 
the model Has shaped as nearly as possible to that which presently 
exists at the damsite (See Fig. J). The model was operated for 60 
minutes during each test, after which the flow was stopped and the 
model carefully drained. Erosion contours were then determined 
by meaJlS of a "water level11 consisting of a reservoir connected by 
a flexible tube to a glass manometer graduated in prototype feet. 
The movable reservoir was set near and above the eroded bed and 
the �anometer base placed on some known datum, such as the end sill. 
Next, the scale on the manometer was adjusted to read directly the 
elevation of the datura. The manometer then indicated the prototype 
eleva.tion of any point upon Hhi ch it was placed. Contours vlere 
determined by moving the manometer over the river- bed. To facili­
tate photographing the extent of erosion, each contour was outlined 
with heavy \.Jhite string. 
Test Results for Overfall Spill,.,ray 
The overfall spillway was tested with discharges for the 
probable range of head water elevations. Flow patterns through­
out the structure \.Jere carefully noted, and spill\.,ray capacity 
.determined \.Jith gates fully or partially raised. In conjunction 
Hith the operation of the spillway, pressures on the crest were 
measured. 
The model tests were studied and analyzed· in an attempt to 
predict prototype performance \.Jhere experience has shown that 
�odel a1rl prototype operation differ sufficiently to require 
interpretation. An attempt has also been made to analyze the 
operation and indicate, \.,rhere possible, why the structure performed 
as it did. 
Flmv Patterns: Generally, the spill,.,ray performed reasonably 
uell. Proper discharge was obtained ,.,ri th flow patterns that were 
satisfactory. Flow approaching the spillway \.Jas smooth a.."ld uniform,· 
and no difficulties \.Jere evident in the approach area. 
For lm·/ an:l medium discharges the flow condition near the 
spilhray piers \-laS satisfactory. However, as the flow was in­
creased, the drawdm.,rn at the piers increased until, at a discharge 
of about 450, 000 cfs, the surface became very irregular. A de­
pression was formed around the pier noses as shmm on Plates 15 
and 16. Except a·t:. the end piers, this \.Jas of no. particular concern. 
Since the piers project 7-1/2 feet upstream from the face of the 
adjoining non-ovcrflovr section, there was considerable flow of 
\.rater around end piers into the spilhmy. Thus, I!luch of the flow 
entering the end bays Has forced to turn on a very small radius 
and accelerate at the same time. The result \.Jas a contraction in 
the flm.,r and a considerable.. depression of the water surface around 
the end piers as shown on Fig. 12. Although the reduction in over­
all capacity caused by the depressed water sur�ace was minor, there 
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was a material reduction for the t·v/0 end bays alone . Furthernore, 
after the nappe contr�cted as described, it struck the training 
wall just belm-1 the dmmstream end of the spillway piers, spilling 
over as sho1m on Plate 17. The tests demonstrated tlli�t changes 
in design of the end piers are desirable . 
Profiles of the flow over the crest are shown on Fig . 12 and 
13 and Plate 15. For the ma..·dmum headwater, Elevation 888, i.t is 
apparent that the gate pins are safely above the maximmn height of 
the water surface . It is not expected that entrainment of air at 
this point in the prototype will be sufficient to raise the water 
surface above the profile shown for the model. 
The flow on the spilhmy face •Ti th spilhmy operating e.lone 
was satisfactory except for the effect of the end piers previously . 
described. Hith sluices and spillway both operating, the "eyebrows" 
located just above the sluice outlets effectively prevented inter­
ference by spillv1ay flm-1 with sluice discharge. Only insignificant 
disturbances in the flm-1 pattern on the spilh1ay face were created. 
In leaving the spillway face, the flm-1 entered the bucket 
satisfactorily. The bucket radius appeared sufficiently large to 
conduct the flow smoothly into the stilling basin. 
Pressure Distribution: Spillway pressures are of importance. 
Sufficiently low pressures would indicate a tendency for cavitation 
in the prototype, ;.,rhile unusually high pressures �omuld indicate an 
inefficient crest . As shmm on Fig . 12, lJ and 14 pressures uere 
found to be near or greater than atmospheric )Jressure for every 
condition tested. The crest as designed is therefore considered 
satisfactory from the standpoint of pressure distribution . 
Spillway Capacity: The ca.paci ty of the overfc.ll s;)ilh.ray Has 
deterr,lined for a range of head1mter from Elevation 852 .0 (top of 
crest) to Elevation 888 .0 . Free discharges over the crest and 
discharges through partially raised gates uere measured . The gates 
'Were opened uniformly at all times. Hith reservoir at Elevation 
880. 0 and tainter gates fully raised, the spill1.ray capacity uas 
found to be 304,000 cfso Hith reservoir· at maximum flood stage, 
Elevation 888 .0, the discharge Has found to be 454,000 cfs. 
FlO\ol profiles indicate that it is necessary to open the spillHay 
gates only· 24.9 feet to obtain free flow ,.,.:th headvTater at maximum 
Elevation 888 .0. Head\.fater-discharge curves for free flm-1 and for 
flows through partial gate openings of 2,  4, 8, and 16 feet are shown 
on Fig . 1 5 .  
Fig. 16 shm.,rs curves of discharge coefficient versus reservoir 
elevation for free flow and for flow with gates partially raised. 
The discharge coefficient for free flow \olUS obtained fror.� the equation 
Q = ern J/2 
and for flm.,r through partial gate openings from the equation 
Q = CLb(2gH) i/2 
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where Q is the discharge in cubic feet per second, c is the 
coeffi�ient of discharge, L is the length of spillway crest 
in feet, H is the difference in elevation bet\..•een the reservoir 
water surface and the spillway crest,- and b is the gate opening. 
In determining total spillway capacity, sluice and crest 
discharges were added together. 
Test Results for Stilling Basin 
At maximum discharge the hydraulic jump in the stilling 
basin extends upstream to the bucket, making the effective 
length of the apron approximately four times the pool depth. 
The approximate maximum flow per unit \·lidth of apron is 680 cfs 
per lineal foot. 
Tests of stilling basin performance 1v1ere run over a range 
of combined discharges, from the overfall spillway and sluices, 
of 9,230 cfs to 467,400 cfs. Erosion tests were made over a 
range of combined discharges from the over fall spilhmy, sluices, 
and pm-1erhouse of 28,400 cfs to 477,000 cfs to dete:rmine the 
erosive tendencies at the end of apron and training i-Talls and 
in the channel dmmstream . Surges and Have heights were measm'ed 
in the pm-1erhouse tailrace and in the lower river channel. Hater 
surface profiles were photographed in the stilling basin to show 
the general character of the water surface . Tests i-Tere L'lade in 
i-Thich tailwa ter was raised or lm,.rered in relation to its 11 normal" 
elevation .  "Normal" tailwater elevation for a certain discharge 
is that given by the tailwater rating curve shotm on Fig. 10 . 
Resulting hydraulic jump profiles \.fere studied in order to deter­
mine if apron elevations as shotm on the drai-Tings would be satis­
factory . Tests and measurenents mentioned in this paragraph are 
discussed in detail hereafter. 
General Performance: The stilling basin, in general, performed 
satisfactorily over the entire range of discharges . The required 
flows were passed i.J'i thout causing serious erosion damage, either 
to the structure itself or to the channel downstream. 
Table !· summarizes the results of tests made to detennine the 
position of the jump for various dis charges and depths of tail i-Ta ter. 
It is apparent from these tests that the position of the jump is very 
sensitive to variations in tailwater depths . Although deviations 
from norrnal tailwater used in the model tests may seem excessive, 
it is thought that variations of similar magnitude may appear in 
the prototype for the folloi-Ting reasons: 
1. .Unknmm factors may cause the tail\..•ater curve to differ 
from that shmm on Fig. 10. 
2. �-.Jhen spilhray discharge is increased rapidly, there is· 
a time lag before taili-Tater can rise to the normal level. 
During such periods an actual reduction beloi-T normal 
tailwater depth occurs . 
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3. Even though erosion downstream from ·the structure is 
slight� some degradation of the stream bed may occur. 
Clear water discharged from the reservoir vlili pick 
up silt in the dmmstrear!l channel. Thus over a period 
of years the tailwater level could be lm.,rered consider­
ably. 
Tests with tailwater above normal, approximated the conditions which 
would prevail with the entire apron lm.,rered the distance that the 
tailwater was raised. In these tests the jump formed closer to the 
spill\.,ray face, ap_ eared to be more stable, ar.rl the stilling pool 
surface was noticeably smoother. Although the jump \.Jas drowned 
slightly for some discharges, the loss of efficiency in the j�p 
was negligible, and fewer waves appeared in the dmmstream channel. 
Also, with the jump in this upstream position, the apron appeared 
longer than necessary. 
It is believed, although no confirming tests were ma.de, that if 
the apron were l�Jered 10 feet, the.apron length could be reduced at 
least 50 feet. At the same time the jump should become more stable 
with respect to changes in tailwater elevation, and a quieter water 
surface should result in the dm.,rnstream cham1el. It is believed also, 
that further tests would show that the entire apron need not be 10\.,r­
ered 10 feet. It is possible that the dO\.,rnstream end could be held 
at Elevation 604.0, and the slope flattened to provide the additional 
depth at the upper end. 
Certain water-surf�ce profiles were recorded as shown on Fig. 17 
and 18. Flow patterns and water-surface profiles in the stilling basin 
were photographed and are shown on Plates 17 to 27 inclusive. An in­
spection of the pro£iles in the stilling basin shows that for 477, 000 
cf's, the maximum discharge us.ed in the tests, and with tail\.,rater at 
Elevation 679.7 (about 1. 3 ft belm.,r normal ) , the training walls were 
overtopped by wave action, (See Plate 17). The inflow, however, was 
so slight that it had no measurable effect on the efficiency of the 
stilling basin. When the tailwater was raised to Elevation 689. 7, 
about ·8. 7  feet above normal level for this discharge, there was a 
head of 10. 7  feet over the top of the walls. Even this amount of 
inflow at the sides of the basin was found to reduce the efficiency 
of the basin but little. Since maximum floods are rare, it seems 
reasonable to assume that the height of the training i.Jalls could be 
somewhat reduced without detrimental effects. 
The sluices were tested only to determine the effect of the 
outflow on the performance of the stilling basin. For spillway 
discharges greater than 69, 500 cfs, the effect of sluice operation 
on stilling basin performance was neglegible. HO\.,rever, the effects 
of sluice flow could be detected in the erosion tests as will be 
discussed later. 
For total discharges of 69, 500 cfs and less (See Plate 23) the 
effect of sluice operation was manifested by increased disturbances in 
the stilling pool flow pattern. The water surface profile became 
irregular and the force of the concentrated sluice jets caused two 
indentations at the toe of the jump. This resulted in some instabil­
ity of the hydraulic jump. 
_,,_ 
l 
\-laves arrl Surges: Waves and surges in the lower channel arrl in 
the powerhouse tailrace were studied. These disturbances originated 
·in the stilling basin as a result of the action of the hydraulic jump. 
The height of the maximum surge in the tailrace of the model was 
determined by means of a point gage located as shown in Fig. 11.· The 
elevations of the highest crest and lm.,rest trough in open water were 
measured, the difference between the t\W elevations being considered 
as the height of the surge. These measurements are surnnarized in 
Table II for various discharges. A total of 6 tests were made in 
¥hich the combined flow from the spillway, sluices, arrl pmverhouse 
was varied from 28,500 cfs to 477,000 cfs. Due to fluctuations in 
surge heights, it was difficult to measure instantaneous water surface 
elevations closer than about 0.01 feet in the model, which is 0.72 feet 
in the prototype. The surges in the tailrace were considerably less 
than wave heights in the dmmstream channel. This is due principally 
to the dampening effect of the right training wall. 
It was found that the height of the surge increased with discharge, 
and that for the same discharge the surge decreased.with a decrease in 
taih1ater depth. The waves and surges, although not excessive even 
under conditions of maximum flow, could conceivably cause extensive 
erosion along do\vnstream banks. As discussed earlier, it is believed 
that with modification of the apron, a smoother water surface in the 
downstream channel could be obtained. 
Erosion: Exact information as to the character of the river bed 
immediately dmmstream from the stilling basin is not available. Data 
at hand i:rrlicates that rock is exposed or near the surface. 
In order to establish erosive tendencies, an average prototype 
size of 0.5 inch bed material was assumed. To obtain dynamic similar-
ity, the bed material in the model consisted of loose sarrl with a 0.025 
inch mean grain size. The determination of size was based upon the work 
of Ki�bein (1), Rouse (2 ), and Doddiah (3) who established the. principle 
that the fall velocity of a particle reflects its susceptibility to erosion 
as either bed load or suspended load. Following this principle, the ratio 
1. Krumbein, w. c. 
2. Rouse, Hunter 
3. Doddiah, D. 
Settling velocities and flume behavior of 
non-spherical particles. American Geo-· 
physical Union Transactions, 1942: 621-33. 
Criteria for similarity in the transportation 
of sediment. Proceedings of IO\o�a Hydraulics 
Conference (1939). State University of I�wa 
Studies in Engineering. Bulletin No. 20. 
Comparison of scour caused by hollm.,r and 
solid jets of water. Thesis, in partial 
fulfillment for the Degree of Haster of 
Science, Dec. 1949, Colorado Agricultural 
and Mechanical College. 
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w/v '1-Tas kept a constant fron :model to prototype, where w is the 
fall velocity of the bed material and v is  the characteristic 
velocity of �he flow. On a strictly geometric scale relationship, 
in contrast to dynamic similitude, the model bed material represen­
ted loose rocks in the prototype having an average size of 1 . 8  inches . 
The river bed of the model \.ras movable belm.r Elevation 720 . Above 
this elevation the river banks were constructed of non-erodible concrete 
mo'rtar placed on metal lath formed to approximate contours of the proto­
type. 
In mru(ing an erosion test, the erodible bed was molded to the 
proper shape and the lower river channel was filled slowly to prevent 
premature movement of the bed material . Hhen the tail\.rater reached 
an elevation sufficient to produce the hydraulic _jump for the discharge 
being tested , flow over the spillway was started . The discharge and 
tailwater were then set, and tests allowed to run for one hour . At 
the end of thi s  time the model was carefully drained . Levels were 
taken to establish the contours which \.fere then outlined \.ri th \.Jhi te 
string and photographed . Tests were run for on�-hour durations 
because it was found that no appreciable change occured in the 
erosion pattern after thi s  time . Furthermore, by continuing each 
test for a uniform length of time, a basis for comparing tests \.Jas 
. established . 
Erosion at the end of the apron was moderate regardless of t�e 
discharge or tailwater condition tested . Even for a d ischarge of 
477, 000 cfs, there was no undermining of the apron or training walls . 
Erosion tests are summarized in Table III . 
The deepest erosion occured at the end of each spillway training 
wall and was the result of a subsurface eddy. FlovT leaving the end 
sill was directed UpHard, inducing a cross current moving inward under 
the main flow. At the right wall, the river bank was sufficiently far 
removed to perrrit this eddy to develop fullyo On the left side, due 
to the proxj�ity of the bank, only a weak current was observed . 
Generally, as  may be seen from Table III, extent of erosion 
decreased with a decrease in di scharge. Hith a flow of 477,000 cfs , 
the maximurn depth of erosion occurred at . the right training wall and 
was 32 feet belm.J the top of the end sill (See Plates 28, 29, and 30 ) .  
As stated before,  due to the smaller eddy developed at the left train­
ing wall, the erosion was considerably les s than at the right \mll. 
Two additional areas of erosion developed in the channel immediately 
downstream from the sill and \.rere caused by the two jet s  of flovr from 
the sluices (See Plate 29 ).  These twin scour channels vrere approxi­
mately 300 feet long , 100 feet wide and 15 feet below t.he top of the 
end sill at their deepest points . 
Hith a discha"t"ge of 334,500 cfs, taihmter at Elevation 666.5, 
which is six feet below normal, crest gates ani sluices open, and 
powerhouse operating as before, erosion was somewhat reduced . For 
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the saLle discharge and operating cond itions , but Hith taih.rater 
lm·Tered an additional five f eet, eros ion \vas changed but l ittle . 
I t  should be pointed out that the extent of erosion ha s  been shotm 
by. Dodd iah ( J ) to increase 1-li th water depth to a certain maximum 
point and then decrease \Ji th further increase in depth . It i s  
diffi cult to s ay o n  whic h  side of the maximum point the Rihand 
erosion may be . 
· 
At a flmv of 69, 50IJ cfs , tail1vater at Eleva.tion 644 . 0 ,  which 
is six feet below non1al , Hi th crest gat es or-ened two feet and 
sluice s  and pmrerhouse operating,� it ·was found that thE:: small 
€rosion in the dmms trea.ru channel 1..ras caused chiefly by scour due 
to flo'..: from the tuo sJ.uices . The slui ce j et s  s et up eddies on 
the apron Hhi ch 1.Jere not counteracted by the relative small crest 
flows . Hence bed rmterial was picked up by the e.ddie s and carried 
back onto the apron ( See Plate 26) . :li th slinilar flow arrl operating 
conditions ,  but Hith a lm<er taihmter, it \vas found that the erosion 
in the downstream channel d ue to the s luice j e t s  \vas someuhat increase d .  
G enerally, .  vTith a given d i s charge , a s  tailwater depth Has lov:ered the 
energy d i s sipation on the stilling basin became less complete ,  and 
erosion dmms tream incr eased . 
· \Ji th only the sluices and pmverhouse operating, a d i s char ge of 
28, 500 cfs and tailHater about normal, total erosion was negligible . 
Hm.1ever , more material \vas deposited on the apron than in previous 
tes ts due to eddie s set up by the flow from the sluice s .  
\lith a d i scharge of 390 , 000 cfs , tail\Vater about 9 feet above 
normal and only the right 12 spillway bays operating , the j ump angled 
irregularly acros s  the apron ( See Plate 27 ) .  The re sulting ero s ion 
was concentrated downstream from the right training \vall in a s c oured 
channel approximately 450 f ee t  long, 440 feet \vide and 1vi th a maximum 
d epth of 70 feet (See Plates Jl , J 2 ,  and JJ ) .  F�oded material was 
deposited i n  a bar approximat ely 600 feet downs tream, the highes t  
point being about 65 f e e t  above the top of the s ill . 
Flmv pattern and erosion stud ies ,.,rere made for other combinations 
of crest gate openings (Plates 24 and 2 5 ) .  However, the condit i on 
t..rith the right t\Velve gates 1.Jide open and the left two gates closed 
produced the mos t  severe erosion . The se tests indicated the des ira­
bility of operating the spillway gates in a ' uniform pattern in order 
to nvoid unfaverabl e flmv patterns and eros ion condit ions . 
Te st Results for Air S tep 
The purpose of the air step is to entrain or trap air on the 
und erside of the nappe pas sing over the spillway crest . I t  is 
intended that the air r eraain within the she e t  of uater as i t  enters 
the spilhray bucket and passes into the stilling basin. The air­
water mixture thereby acts a s  a cushion for the flow in the bucket .  
In addition it i s  intended that the air act t o  reduce any t �ndency 
to·.mrd cavitation and pitting . Bureau of neclamation stud ie s  in­
di cate that in orqer to reduce cavitation pitt ing materially, it is 
--- - · --
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neces sary that the entrained air be in contact 1li th the surface to 
be protected . As shown in Table IV , the maximum air entrainraent 
in the Rihand model 1ms 0 . 18% and occurred f or an 8-foot gate 
opening Hith a discharge of 128, 000 cfs . Under free fall c ondi­
tions the maximum air entrainment ,,ras 0 .1.3;� and the minimur1 \·laS 
0.03% for dis charges of 150, 000 cfs and 418, 000 cfs resp ectively . 
It should be noted that even the se SJ:Jall percentage s of entrainment 
were obtained only 1-1i th a pres sure under the nappe greater than . 
atmospheric . vlhen the pressure Has naintained less than atmos­
pheric ,  it i.Ja.S not possible to ncasure the quantity of air entrained. 
Under normal c ond itions the pre s sure mus t be le ss than a.tnosphcric 
in order to have a flow in to the uncl erside of the nappe . 
Although certai n logical deduct:i.ons can be made , it is not 
known e xactly 'vJhat la1-:s of similitude are concerned in the phenon­
enon of air entra innent . S ome air i s  carried along "Hith the uater 
by shearing acti on at the air and \.rater interfa ce . This drD-g may 
be primari ly the resul t of vis cous force s if the int erfe ce is 
extremely smooth, inertial forces if the interface i s  extrer.1ely 
rough, or' a coTibine.ti on of both . If vi scous forces are suffici ently 
great t o  enter the problem , then it is ne ces sary to have the Heynolds 
number the same from the nodel to the prototY:Je . This is impra.ctical 
in ordinary model te sts . If the roughne ss of the air-Hater interfa ce 
i s  predominant , it i s  ne cessary only to have the roughne :'ls e;eometri­
cally s imilar from the model to the prototype . This can be accom­
plished if the r oughne ss is ca used by the sha.pe and size of the air 
step . 
In the normal break-up of a jet there are tHo pro cesses tald.ng 
place . Firs t, internal turbulence may come to the surface and cause 
boils and roue}1ne ss at the air-Hater interface . Se cond , the drag 
of the air on the jet due to viscous forces cause s  1-1ave action, 
similar to that on a lake , 1-1hi ch eventually be cones unstable and 
breaks . ·  The size and sh ape of "Haves and surface irregub.ri ties 
are · determine d  to a large extent by surface te ns ion as reflected 
in the Heber number . 
From the foregoing d i scus sion it is e vident that the. proce s s  
of air entrainment i s  extremely complicated . In spite o f  the 
difficulty of making quantitative model studies of air entrainme nt, 
it is qui te probable that the percent of air entrained in the proto­
type 1-lill not be more than 3 or 4 times that entrained in the node l .  
This i s  s till considerably l e s s  than the amount required , accord­
ing to Bureau of Reclruaation tests . 
If  it  i s  pos sible to entrain the ne ce s sary anount of air at 
the prototype air step , ·there is still a que sti on of its effec t .  
That i s ,  hoi.' nuch air will remain in the flm-1 and hm-1 nuch 'vlill be 
in contact with the spilhray face as the 1-mter ent ers the stilling 
basin. Air bubbles l.'ithin the water are relatively smaller in the 
prototype than in the model . Therefore , the ri se of eir bubble s  in 
the prototype is relat ively slm-1er.  Thi s i-!Ould tend to increase 
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the concentrati on of air near the bottom of the spilh1ay in comparis on 
wi th the concentration in .the model . 
The length of the a ir entrainment zone vari ed with the d·is charge 
and fluc tuated with time , ranging from zero to approximat ely 80 ft . 
The length of the zone i ncrea s ed with discharge due t o  the increas ed 
length of the trajectory . Fluctuation 1-r.i th t ime was due to the 
sensitive balance of forces re sulting perhaps from the use of an 
air step only 0 . 5  ft high and a crest shaped for atnospheric pre s ­
sure s under des ign head . If the he ight of the step 1vas in.creased 
to 1.0 ft, it is pos sible that the zone would be more stable and 
that a slightly greater perce ntage · of a ir \vould be entraine d .  
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Chapter I I I  
COlJCLUSI ONS AND RECCJ.fHENDATI ONS 
Design 
Overfall Spillway : The shape of the crest of the overfall 
spilhmy is sati sfac tory from the standpoint of protection against 
cavitation due to negative pres sures and as an efficient de sign. 
Figures 12, 13, aP� 14 indicate thnt the positive pre s sures on the 
cres t  are not exce s s ively high and tha� the sub-atmospheric pres­
sures are of no si gnificance . 
HoH·ever, at high discharge s the spilluay piers caused an 
exces sive flm-r c oncentration and a depre s sed ua ter surface , re­
sulting in s ome reduction of d ischarge for the end bays . For 
ma.··dmum flo\>'S the nappe struck the trc.ining Halls and spilled 
over. I t  is reconL�ended that the design of the end pier nos e  be 
reviewed and modified to reduce the draw-dmm as much as pos s ible . 
One method of s ol vine the problem is to reduce the ups treu:r.1 pro­
j ection of the end piers and to connect the ups tream face of the dain 
to the pier face 1-.'ith a s  large a radius as pos s ible . 
The que s ti on of rai sing the spilh.ray trainj_ng ,.,ralls cannot be 
answered definitely, because any change in end pier design '"ill 
effect the flmr on the spilhw.y fflce . Hi th no cr..anges rr.ade in end 
piers , it raay bE: that ,,,ater spilling over the train:!_:r.g 1.:alls at 
maximum flo\,J'S i s  obje ctionable . If this i s  the case it i s  rec o:::a­
mended that the training walls be raised 5 feet . This \·rould give 
a freeboard of about 2 feet to take care of increased bulking cf 
prototype flow. 
S luices : General perfcrnance of the sluice cutlets Has 
sati sfactory .  Houever, Hi th no cre st flo,.,, improved IJerformance 
in flow patterns under certain operating conditions would see11 
desirable . Hhen e ither or both sluices '"ere operating, a large 
whirl-pool action 1·JaS set up in the stilling basin extending 
d c\,nstream beyond the e nd sil l .  Bed material '"a s carried up-
strerua onto the apron where i t  was kept in constant motion by the 
irregularitie s of flm". Resulting abras ive action will perhaps be 
negli3ible . - The sluices in the prototype are e;�pected to be oper­
ated only at rare intervals , and then for only short period s .  Any 
modification of the spillway apron to improve flow c onditions '"hen 
oper<� ting the sluice s ,  should be und ertaken only in conjunction uith 
mode l studi es . 
S tilling Busin : l l ith the nomal tdhw.ter elevations antici­
pated in design, the stilling basin acted a s  an effective energy 
d i s sipc:.tor . Hm1ever , 1-1hen the taih;ater depth 1ms decreas ed 5 to 
10 feet, the toe of the hydraulic jwnp moved a considerable d is t;;�.nce 
downs trea.r:1, and the jump ca!fle close tc being S\·m pt off the apron. 
J.:.V'3n fer normal tailwa ter , the jump form ed further downs tream than 
d e s ir.:1ble for mos t  e cononical use of the apron. 
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do1ms tream, and the jump came close to being sHept off the a pron. 
Even for norr:"tal t aih.rater , the j ump forw.ed fu,rther dO\ms tream than 
de sirable for most e conomi cal use of the apron . 
I t  i s  reconune:nded that considerati on be give n  to lmvering 
the apron. It is believed that if the apron Here lm-iered about 
10 feet, the leng th cou1d be shortened· 50 feet . The jump �wuld 
become more s tabl e iJi th respect to changes in tail1-1ater depth, 
and a quie ter .'\- Ia ter surface 1-1ould re sult in the d mmstream channe l .  
I t  is e.l so believed that the entire apron need not be lo,,ered . The 
dO\mstrearn end might be held at its present elevation, and the apron 
slope flattened to provid e greater depth at the up stream end . 
Consideration should also be given to lm-1ering the stilling 
basin training walls . I t  is poss ible that the vmlls c ould be 
lowered 5 t o  10 feet 1.Ji thout detrimental effe c t s . on the a ction of 
the stilling basin. 
The erosive t endencies douns tream from the s tructure 1-1ere minor . 
Hm,ever , tests ind i cated that with subnormal ta±lwater d epth s ,  erosion 
increased due to les s  comple te energy d i s s ipation in the s tilling basin. 
Unless there is a very stable channel control iwaediately do1ms tream 
from the dam, there will be degradation of the channel by the water 
di scharged from the reservoir Hher e it ha s lost its sediment load . 
Air S t ep :  The air step i n  the model failed to entrain suffi­
ci ent air to cause e nthusiasm over its performance . Heasurements 
indicat ed that only a fraction of one percent of the wat er discharge 
was air . Since the tests '.-/'ere conducted on a small s cale model , they 
are not conclusive in showing how the prototype s tructure will p erform . 
The model d id show, however , that an air pocket formed beneath the 
nappe and below the air s te p .  Undoubtedly s ome air entered the 
pocket beneath the nappe , but it was d ifficult to rneasure in the 
model . A greater percentage of air \.Jill unques tionably be entrained 
in the prototype than was e ntrained in the model . Knm-1ledge about 
air e ntrainment i s  meager, and until more is known about the phenom­
enon, the te s t  data may be studied for 1-1hat it i s  wortho Engineering 
j udgement and experience mus t at this t ime decide the practical value 
of the air s te p .  
Prototyue Operation 
. Certain rul es should be fol�owed in operating the prototype splllway struc ture . Hodel te sts indicated that it 1-10uld be pos sible 
to open the cre s t  gate s in increment s up to four feet follo1vlng any 
order of ope ning . However, f or increments greater than four fee t  
i t  'vlould be preferable t o  fol1ow s ome symmetri cal pattern o f  opening . 
Such a pattern s e quence c ould be : 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 14, 13 , 11 , 10, 8, 
7 ,  5, 3 and 1 or 6, 7, 8, 9,  12 , 13, 14, 1,  2, 3 ,  4,  5 ,  11 and 10 . As 
Inodel tests have ind icated , the hydraulic jump i s  fairly sensitive to 
change s in tailwater . In operating the g ate s ,  it would be d e sirable 
to limit the rate of increase in d i s charge such that the jump will 
al\-rays form on the apron.. It is recommended that a thor ough study of go.te operati on be made well in advance of a flood so that operators 
h'ill be prepared to pass flood \Jat ers when ne c�ssary . 
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?ron p:;. s �  c:�':l&r ienc� or. o ther dnus i t  kis been found o.dvis11ble 
to o;:o:c;: �o t�!'" s ;JilJ:,-!e.y e;a tes rnther them tl:o slui c e s , 1 henevGr the 
re :::;crvo:Lr elevation :;erni ts . Dis che.rge s r.my b� regub.tnd by a·:!en.ing 
a si ngle' spill-:·J&y gate rrny de sired o.r:10unt up to, sc.y a fm.u· foot gntc 
o:.:eni ne; . .Above thi. s  point the usual s; : i llHay o�xTatinG proce dure nay 
be fc:llo'."ed . 
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Overfe.l.l 3pilhray 
Hater Surface Profile s 
Stil ling Basin - Overful l Spil l-.w.y 
Va.ryi:ng Tailwa tE.r 
\-later Sur·fa ce .,..,r ofil e s  
S till i ng Basin - Ovcrfall Spj J.J.Hay 
Va17ing Di s c}��rge 
PLA'l'ES 
Plate No o 
1 Construction DetA.ils .., He ad Box and T nil :Oox 
PlYiwod llall :?ane ls Be ing ?laced 
1 : 72 C omplete Hod el 
2 C onstruc tion D e tail s - Head Box and Tail Box 
Suppo:rting Columns and Franing Details 
. - � 
3 C ons truction Details - Head Dox 
· '-) ,�.!1 
Joint Construc ti on ivith i -Taterproof !lubber· Senl 
4 C onstruc tion Det£nl s - H ead Box and Tail L3ox 
General Vimv 
5 Construction De tails - Overfall S:;ilhmy 
General Vie w of Frmne\.,rork 
6 C ons truc ti on D et c..i1s - Head Box <:>.nd Overfall SpiJJ.ua;y­
Frame and H ire S creen of Rock I3affle 
Templet Frame s for Topography 
Overfall SpillHay Frame1vork 
7 C onstruction Details - Overfall Spilh,ray &Yl.d Tail Box 
Overfa l l  Spilhr<:y Fra.-·ning 
'I'emple t Fr ane s  for Topography in Foreground 
8 C onstruc tion De t<J.ils - Overfall S pilh;ay 
Cl oseup VieH of 7rar.lei·JOrk 
A-2 
.. . , .. .  ""'·· .· · .. 
· ·.· · 













... . ;. 
Gonstru.c ti on Detn ils - :Gnti l·c l :ooel 
Ger.'cral Vi <M .fro!'! Dmms trecr.1 
Cons truction Details - Head Tlox � md Overfall Spilhray 
Topogrc.phy Templet Frm 1E.: s  I·Jith I IGtCJ.l Lath C overing 
Hu::>ori±te Cre:>t nnd Ducl:et 
'D} ··. d 17., .• f 0 f ll r· " } 1 '  � Y'·lOO .. ..... c L:lg C' ve r . a. u7)J .. � .Jay 
.... � � . 
C onstruction De tc.ils - Tail 3ox 
Concl·cte SGrnteh Coat on Tonot:;r:r...,hy Fr:-!FlOh'ork 
S and Tra p ,  Tail Gata , and Chute "f"cr Return FloH to SU!ilp 
ConstrucH cn Det::tils - Tail Bo:x: 
Topoe;raphy Templet Fl'.'J...-::l:.ng 
Scrr1tch Coat f:l.nd ? ini s h  C oat Ap;::l ication 
Construction Details - Overfall Spilhm.y and Pmverhouse 
Hahognny Pie rs on Cr3st cf Spillv::1y 
Pm.rerhouse Ad jacent to Right Trairri.ng Hall 
Construction D et<'-ils - E:.1tire Hodel 
General View fro:� D owns trear1 
Spilhvay Piers and Goverinr; in ?lace 
1 :72 Con!plete :1ooel 
F1o\v Patter:nz - Overfall S�)illway 
Approach and Drm,_r1m-nl a t  Piers - Vim-1 frow. Upstream 
H 1"1 Elev 388. 1, Q = 1;.5 5 , 000 cfs , Spillway Flow Only · 
Flm-1 Patterns - Over.fall Spilh1ay 
Approach arrl Dra\·Jd mm at ?iers - Side Vieu 
H �� Elev 888.1 ,  Q = 45 5, ono cfs , Spilhray Flm.,r Only 
Flm-1 Patterns - Ovcrfall Spilhray 
S pillHay Training Halls Overtop:1ed by Flm.,r 
H U Elev 887 . 6, T � . ..J :Slev 679.7, Q = 477, 000 cfs 
Flow Patterns -· Overfall Spilhray 
H :J �lev 388. 1 ,  Q = 45 5, 000 cfs ,  S pill\.,ray F�m.r Only 
Hater Surface Pr ofiles - · still ing Basin 
Tail Hater 6.1 Feet Belmv Normal 
H H Elev 880. 1 ,  T H Elev 666. 5,  Q = 334, 500 cfs 
Hater Surface Profile s  - Still ing Ba sin 
Tail l·Ta ter 11 . 1  Feet Belm.,r Normal 
H �-1 E lev 880 . 1 ,  T \,1 Elev 661 . 5, Q = 334, 500 c.fs 
Water Surface Profiles - Stilling Bas in 
Tail Hater 16 . 1  Feet Below Nomal 
H ·�1 Elev 880. 1 ,  T \-1 E lev 656. 5 ,  Q = JJ4,500 cfs 
A-J 











\later Surface Profiles - Stilling Basin 
Tail 1,Jater 3. 9 Feet Above Normal 
· : '  
H \•1 Elev 880 .1 ,  T vl Elev 676 . 5 ,  Q = 334, 500 cfs 
Flow Patt erns - Stilling Basin 
Effect of Sluice Operation on S tilling Basin Performance 
H �� Elev 880 . 5 ,  T W . Elev 664, Q = 69, 500 cfs 
Flow Patt erns - Stilling Basin 
Vie,., from Downstr eam 
Gat e Operation Schedule - Seven Right Gates Open 4 Feet 
H II Elev 880 . 1 ,  T \{ Elev 639 .6 ,  Q = 51,1+00 cfs , Spillway 
and PoHerhouse Flow Only 
Flow Patt erns - Stilling Basin 
Side View 
Gate Operation S chedule - S even Righ t Gates Open 4 Feet 
H H Elev 880 .1,  T \'1 Elev 639 . 6, Q = 51, 400 cfs, 
Spilhmy a nd PovTerhouse FloH· On.1y 
Flow Patterns - Sti lling Basin 
Deposition of Bed Haterial 
Pattern Formed in the DO\ms tream Channel Ca.used by Eddy 
H ll Elev 880 . 5 ,  T H r::lev 644, Q = 69, 500 cfs 
Flm.,r Patterns - Stilling Basin 
Gate Operatio n S chedule - T\.,ro Left Gates Closed 
H H Elev 888 , T \1 Elev 685 . 5 ,  Q = 390,000 cfs , 
S pilh.ra.y FloH Only 
Erosion Tests - River Channel 
Bed Hoveme nt D mmstreru.'l froPl Stilling Basin - Side View · 
H itl Elev 887 . 6, T 1 J  :Clev 679 .7,  Q = 477, 000 cfs 
Erosion Tes ts - River Channel 
Bed Hovement Dmmstream from Still ing Basin 
Oblique Vie1.,r from Right .Side 
H l·l Elev 887 . 6, T \I Elev 679 o 7, q = 477 , 000 cfs 
Erosion Tests - River Cr�nnel 
Bed I-�oveme nt D mmstream, from Stilling Basin 
Obliqu� VieH from Left Side 
H l:J Elev 887 . 6,  T v·l Elev 679 . 7, Q = 4 77, 000 cfs 
Erosion Tests - River Chan..'t1el 
Bed Hovemc nt Downs tream fr (Y.ll Stilling Basin 
VieH from Right Side 
Gate Operation Schedule - THo Left. Gate s  Closed 
H i,J Elev 888, T �-! Elev 685. 5 , Q = 390,000 cfs , 
Spilhmy Flm.,r Only 
A-4 
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Erosion Te sts - River Channel 
Bed Hovement D mmstrew:1 fro.:.1 Stilling Basin 
View from D mm s trearn 
Gate Operation S chedule - 1\JO Left Gat"e s  Cl osed 
H 'vi Elev 888 , T I·J Elev 685 . 5 ,  Q = .390, 000 cfs ,  
Spillway Flow Only 
Erosion Tests - River Channel 
Bed Hovene nt D mms tream fron S ti lling Basin 
. VieH from Left Side 
Gate Operation Schedule - Tuo Left Gates Closed 
H \! Elev 88$, T '. 1 Elev 685 . 5 ,  Q = 390 , 000 cfs , 
Spill;.rs.y Fl ow Only 
Flow Patterns - Spilhmy Face 
Profile of Flm.r over Air Step 
H H Elev 878 . 6, T ;{ :Slev 641.1, Q = 68 , 200 cfs , 
2 -ft Gate Opening 
' · 
A-5 
.H U E1 
in ft 
T:\.DIE I 






. " :t.n c.� s 
Ju:; p ?o:: i  tic•n 
fl��-rn Fci11t of 
Ta11f.enc;;; o :'  
Buc1:et 
in ft 




( 3 )  (!J _ _ _ ' t:: \ ___  \2L_ _ _  _ 
EC7 . 6  
S37 . 6  
287 . 6  
360 . 6  
£79 . 9  
880 . 2  
878 . 6  
880. 1  
880 . 1 
820 . 1 
880 . 1  
689 . 7  
679 . 7  
674. 7  
669 . 7  
633 . 2  
637 . 9  
644 . 6  
633 . 1  
676 . 5  
666 . 5  
661 . 5  
656 . 5  
Coiumn ( J )  
-1 . 2  
-6 .2  
-11 . 2 
-6. 2  
-6 . 1  
-9 . 0 
-11 . 5  
-0 . 1 
t3 . <) 
-6 . 1  
-1 1 . 1  
-16 . 1  
477, 000 -55 
4 77 , 000 +15 
477, 000 t60 
/�77 , n,Jo 
42 , 500 - i·2 5 
-1 5  
67, 900 
121 , 000 - ·-87 
212 , 500 +5 
334, 500 -GO 
334, 500 -�15 
334, 5CO +70 
334, 500 +105 
(+) De s ignate s  greater than ncrmal taiJ.Hat8r . 
· . ( - ) Designat8s less than nornal tc.ihro.ter . 
Co1ur.m ( 5 )  
( + )  D esignates jump posi tion i s  dO\-ms tream froM 
the point of tan1:5ency of the bucket .  
( - ) Designates j ump pos ition i s  up st.ream fron 
the point of tangency of the bucke t .  
* Cre s t , sluic e s ,  and pmwrhouse operating . 






TABlE I I  
S URGE AND \JAVE HEIGHI'S 
Tailuater 
a w El El in Variation Dis charge Average Average llave Gat e  · 
in ft ft from in cfs Surge Height in Opening 
Normal in River 
T VT  Tailrace Channel 
in ft in £t in ft 
887.6 ' 679. 7  -1. 2  477, 000 2. 74 4.32 Open 
880.1 666.5 -6.1 334, 500 2.02 4. 03 Open 
880.1 661.5 -11.1 :334, 500 1.87 3.31 Open 
878.6 641.1 -8.7 68, 200 0 1.22 2 ft 
880.5 644. 0 -6.0 69, 500 0 1.08 2 ft 
' 880.1 640.4 -1.2 28, 500 0 0 Closed *  
* Powerhouse and sluice d i scharge only 
Location of measuring s tations is shown on Fig .  11 
� _. ; 









TABLE I I I  
DEPTH OF EHOS I ON 
Depth of Ero s ion 
Belo'v! T op 
Tail water of End Sill2 in ft 
El in Variation Discharge End of I:nd of 
ft from in cfs Right Left 
Normal Training Tr�::.ning 
T W  .'ilall Hall 
in ft 
(2) (3) (It) (5) (6) 
685. 5 +9.3 390, 00Q lf 70 
679.7 -1.2 477, 000 32 17 
666. 5 -6.1 334, 500 11 13 
661. 5 -11.1 334, 500 11 11 
641. 1 -8.7 68, 20Q'H:- 10 8 
640.4 -1.2 · 281 500lHf ·:f -7 6 
Column ( 4 )  
. * Flow through the right 12 sp ilhray bays only 
* '; 2 -ft gate opening 
· 
*** Pmrerhouse and s luice d is chc.ree on.1y 
C olumn ( 5) 
(- )  Designates de�osi ti on at this point rllth8r 
than d egradation 
Haximum Height 
of Depos ition 
Above top of End 







2 3  
H 11 El 
ft 
878 . 8  
( Gates open) 








AIR STEP TESTS 
Q1.Y Pres sure Under ( Qa)m Qa Qa/Qw 
cfs Nanpe* cfs cfs Percent 
282, 000 0 .30 0 . 00692 305 . 0  0 .110 
o.6o 0 . 00566 249 .0  0 . 090 
0 .1�0 0 .001�39 193 . 0  Q . 070 
0 . 40 0 . 00358 157 . 5  0 . 060 
0 .30 0 . 00253 111 . 0  0 . 040 
418, 000 0 . 50 0 . 00566 249 .. 0 0 .060 
0 . 50 0 . 00506 223 . 0  0 . 050 
0 .40 0 . 00439 193 . 0  0 . 050 
0 . 50 0 . 00358 157 . 5  0 . 050 
0 .20 0 . 00253 111 . 0  0 . 030 
150, 000 0 .20 0 .00439 193 . 0  0 . 130 
0 . 40 0 . 00400 176 . 0  0 . 120 
0 . 30 0 . 00358 157 . 5  0 . 105 
0 . 30 0 . 00358 15? . 5  0 . 105 
123 , 000 1 . 20 0 .005.36  236 . 0  0. 180 
o. 6o o. ooL�74 208 . 0  0 . 160 
0 . 70 0. 00420 185 . 0  0 .140 
0 . 40 0 .08357 157 . 5  0 . 120 
* Pressure under the nappe , dmmstreem from the air step, 
measured in feet of uater prototype . All readings are 
above atmospheric pressure . 
· 
. . 
(Qa. )m = .Air discharge . in model . 
Cl c 0 
cs -+----------+--------- � -------r 
li,J 
0 0 ··- ----- ·--·- - - -····· ·--- --· 0 - -·····-···=·· ..... . . 
o· � 
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FIGU R E  2 
UNITED PROVINCE S ,  INDIA 
RIHAND R IVER DEVELOPMENT 
RIHAND PROJECT 
TOPOGRAPHY AND 
GE NERAL LAYOUT 
L----- -�-----------1 
I NTERNATIONAL E N G I N EERING CO . . INC.  
O£S1GNEO . ..J,8e . 
DRAWN . .  PRtl. 
TRACED . .  
10-F - 14 
CHK'O, . AH£ . .  
IN�P . • •• G./B . .  
�- --------------------------------------------------------�----------------------------·---------=--------- -----------·-·-·--------- -------� -------- -- ------ -----�F�IC�·�· R�£�3�--Base line of dam · 
Non - overflow 1200 1 
3004 ______ �------------------.----------------� 
Scale d 
DOWNSTREAM EL EVA TION 
Scale 0 200 400 Feet l.r!rt!rrl r j I 
Liu.u-.u..uu.L._---' 
i 
!Jion·overflow 740 1 
I I ' \ • 
\ i \ ·.,""'\ / / 
\ I  \ 
• 
\ ·  , ' \ I 
\ .. \ \ ' \ 6' \ \ ()'\ CS> , \  \ G" O  ·-t--··;_- - 6;. c:: \" \ \ i 
't>o, o._\ \ · · \  
I ' \, '\ I 
: (-�-- -- .�-- . ""' ', 'i{' ·,, 1 "· ', ·,, I \ . . · ,  - � . · · ' · · r -
1 -�� i 
-------��--�--�----,�------------M---
Drains 
31 0 '  3.75� 22Q' 5.25 ' r rn lfr�dwa, £/ 890 12 M��� , · - - £/ 8.90 25 
. 24.0 !ZQ· 
I E/ 86/ 71 I . .  
I ' 
•l . I 
.. � � . I • . \ · 1 '  . \ i · \on Min f!_W £/ 175 
· / . '\- -] I - ____:_-=--- ' I \ I 
r ·. \! i . . , \� West abutment section only :rDralns ' 0 7 
J ·Q; 
£/ 700.00 - . · t \i, 5�· ·1·· � Grouft;q a�d . , . .  \, . ,V:·t l� 7:na::!"::;;� · '<"'!'"""�=.,. 
-:��W.1&tf£- , - · 4 1r_Drain holes 
'\.....:. Grout holes 
NON-OVERFL OW SECTION 
Scale 0 • 50 100 Feet l, I I I J I I I 1 f 
Base line of dam 
Tainter qate 4 0 x 28 ' 
0.7 
· . \J; i � \ 
£! 6 73. 5/ Max. TW D 67!f __ 
SECTION - SPILL WA Y  
Scale 0 50 100 Feet 
L...L..L-L...LJ----L -L-L. LJ 
r• 
filler blanxet "<;m:<�:':_-..:A�,;.· .Strippinq ' 
Grout curtain 
TYPICAL SECTION - EAST ABUTMENT FIL L 
Scale 0 50 100 Fee.t -
J, r t r ' I , , , r I 
D 609. 00 
UNITED PROV INCES , IN DIA 
R I HAND R I V E R  DEVE LOPM ENT 
RI HAN D PROJECT-­
DAM AND POWER PLANT 
G E N E RAL LAYOUT 
..-----!...:AND SECTIONS 
INTERNATIONAL ENGIN EERING CO . .  I N C. 
TRI\CI:D . 
Assumed ;,;,e o! 
excove�lio11 olon.:; dowoslreonf 
toe of dom -
' · 
?Oilroce 
PL A N  
f/cvoloJ" lower 
I I 
-{ re.;! !? 85?. oo 
' 
1 Om,Md 5'--ouM'J (11!100 
_ 
1 _ � �-G_qnfry crane . I _ , k : 1 : i i �- ! · lf) j ·. 1 •  · - -A.;sumfd /me of excovotcM � ·1 t J!==�=============>e== � II : f 0 1 I I I 0 + 1 : J _  'J !};�'! L-- "' - o!Mo dow115lreom !Oe ofdom , 1 : . . _ _ {1,6CI3.00 : �lll!fiTi !El lilllll! flllli:Jiffil'll!IIT:IIiJ l!ll ii!l!!p . .:o ii!I F.i ! Ell fill llll , E1 67:J. O!?i -1 1J . I  :i51r 0 I 1� t u : (/ �,1900_ I ,�8r� �(  . -f �, · -Tt - -·- - - - � - -- __ _ , . ,.? "l I I - � � - -=-- - - TT - � -- , - .  . ' � - - - 1 r, -� � I - • -�- - -� --=L:·>t� - -� 0W :· - · r . . ±I n�n� �--�- �.-l--� �ddt:.- . . 
·y .,- n  , -....,.-, -,-,  .... r.L: · · --- -'--� _ _:__l 1 1 I ,.- ; " · - �--...L -....,. . J-,.� 
DOWN5:TQL'AM LLL'VA TION 
UP.5TI?LAN EL LVA TION Not� 
Acfuol reqc.1/red founda ft'ons moif vary 
wtdely from pmf/ e.; shown. 
i 
, . I /:. -- -{Jrymol g;ouno suri oce 
I
--�· 4�-
APf>R'J'/.EO �� HG,(EI 
.:;� .... ;�::7�:�:·:�:��1N:l.as....>::,.-w:����-�".,�'-�=�:z••-cb=.tc::��=.......,--11fll"'�._,_�-,....�:.: .. �:..!:!2'�-� ---�..!ll!!l"�-���»�--�•-�-.��-�n ���"=�: ::.:::� 
SEC TION E-E 
.5cole (} I root 
I I I I I 
Jl. •• 1> .  
· •. 
DfTA IL X 
.Scale () 4 rut 
I II II 
.Jtf - 6 ' 
·r L..��---____:_"--.3-1-·- _o __ _ --------"i .55 A I 7'-6" I _JI_ --, A DE7AIL rt-o , • t see Dwg 11-F-14 1.....----h j open}!Spil/way bridge 
.see owg 11-F-16 
y .  -c. (}09./ ?X' 
!Jiockouf--1----.o..l' Gate �/II asumi>lv 
Type A wafer ., · · · 
see Owg 15-F-.3 
J ?dowels 2 • e> 2 : o oc 5' .stop at c011tr Jf 
see Prty I!·F·I7 1�=�=;��-::_......:JJ.Lr-_;;_·· -=-· -+-
c r lk---t--- ++----:11. DETAIL Z IW=� 
E! t398.90 
PL AN A -A 
(lJrid9e remo ved J 
Scole 0 6 Feef 
I !I I I I I I 
Scale (} 
I I I I 
/ roof 
I 
/For ddoils of hatch cov�r 
fran:e see  !Jwg 1/·F- 1 7  
oc:r--J..-.J-.-___, -fl tJ .9 6. 8.5 
oil=r��==I_L D 895. 79 
Axis of' crest 
/E/ �tJ.9.SO 
L ! £1 t!6.UO · 6  
�:it trunnionf/(!60.00 
Y• -CJ. CJ094U' I ¢�2�0'/n iop 1f:'--it:::S:+�: �......,.­""ch /if'i _..... · � - # �  � <YJ ® /' E/ 8.3Z.gJ '""C---- Slop� O.tJ5 on I 
D 6,?0 . .34 
- Spacers 
t '�@ 2'-o· 
- �Y· -0. 00947 Xz 
See Detail .X 
PT E/ 198.12 
0.70 
Sluice way - On <E blocks 
.34 ¢ 40 only. For defat!s 
see Dwq 1/·F-20. 
El 728. 00 
, ___  _ 
�I 
6' · -... <o: ·o · ' •. "-"o · 
-... -6 . . ·. :?» �Ass11med fop of ltft · '- -�o..., . .  
. �! " � -
4 .� ......... \+_,.....,....,._.,... .?'-6' f'ormed openin:7 · 
(e�cepf f'orpier.s on 
blocks ..35 and 4/ - �ee 
-!ypica/ sp il.'way .:;ecfior>) 
• £/�2034 ) 
EL E VA TION 
TYPICAL TO.Q ALL INTERMEDIATE. P/EQ..S 
( t;xc;epf a/r venf.s as no led) 
Scale tJ !) roed 
! II I j II I I . . 
IO"D air 
ven t @  s� croc 
_L?C D67cD3 �� 
£/ 6 7 .3.5/ �· I 
+"--'--'----"--__._-;--�======���� -� 1 . 1 · u·o a!r supply SECTION G-G � · condtHf--. ·:lto:J�6� .o,_or�vs concrefepipe 
.· Scole f11 1 1 1 1 fFeet 
�1 695 . .3.9 
SECTION 8 -8 
Sco!e 0 6 Feef 
I II I I I I 
SECTION C - C ("ume:fop of �<k H . ,, 0 °0 • • • 
• 
7f§!1/3 I ,  � .  ·. r : 1 - - � - - - . . � - �- . . -=--=- - - - -- - �- j� - - - ---- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -_ . 1 -�- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , • · - /P T f/ 62750 rOrio:nal ground :surf'ace -zEI6.Z5 _ .Scale 0 6 Feet lbbe deiermmeo' - i . , R � . .. . !. • • · . .  _:_ ·  I ·  -�-�·--�-= _: _:_�� - �- : -:-.�- -- -�-=--�-� -f.t�6o§S'07f-1�· -..._j-::� L.E1 604 0Fr in field . I• , . .  · · · .. .  · · · · . · · .. . · .7 � • • ...1 ----4-- ----- --· ,rf-'!Lf-:::1 A.$sumr:d f'irm reck For opror. deloil.s · -- - - . �· _ L mr:: uri/1 \ . .s e e  D wg 1/· F·/9 . · I ' • 
I �c-=---�U'�;;;�o·�P! ;L WA Y .:5£C TI(}N j s 7J '. 6 ' To bo" Nne of dam ·---1 .)cole {) .30 Fe el ' LL.L_l_] 
W.LLU.J 
� : •• .,# · · ·.:., . A 
• .0 
.SECTION D:-D 
.Scale tJ J red . lu 1...1.1 ud_..___,l . 
F/G U R  E. 5 
For typical c!JtJmfer.; 
of' parapet walls 
see Dwg 1/·F·/J 
J ¢@ NJ' 
/4,�-+---! (>@ lt..6• 
rormed opening 
SECTION r·r 
Scale 0 6.Ceef 
l1l I I I I I 
6 '- () " 
APPROVED . tlX:x/� ��SULnmi -E�I�ER 
NOTES : 
All a/r supply conduits she;/ I be /()gage 
welded .steel. (excepf os noted) 
Reinf'orcing .sted where spliced shall have 
a minimum lap oi' 40 diameters. 
Dimensions shown to reinf are to center 
or bc;r.s . 
Chamfer all e)(po.sed corners !'unless 
otherwise shown. 
UNITED P ROVINCES ,  INDIA 
RIHAND RIVER DEVELOPMENT 
R I H A N D  PROJECT 
SP I L LV�AY 
I NTERMEDIATE PiERS AND 
TYPICAL SPI LLWAY SECTION 
INTERNATIONAL E N G I N E ERING CO .. I N C. 
DESIGNED .11/C. . . CHK"P. �·"7.. · 





For detail or Sptl/wat.; crest, 




ELE VATION END PIER 
Left pier a� shown, rlgllt pier 
Jirni/ar but q:posile hond 




SEC TION B-8 
Sca/e e I I I I I rreef 
E/ 67900 
fOrdelatl cr training 
wall Jee Dw9 /!·F-18. 




.5EC TION D-D 




. .  
. I . 




--+-�-tr-.------�----.-f-----�v--���-- / a? lJ 01r suppy 
SECTION E-E ,5cole L_� Feet 
Collar plale j" 
,.. " "' � Strap � xjx/·6 
. ' 
. ' 
-�-· -· 1- • .  
SECTION F-F' 
&ak' o 10 ted 
! I II I I I II I I 
conduit. i?OLJa;r 
c·'6 � SUppy CCI/?QU// 
6:6• 3@5�15:0.. .3E>5•15:0" ·1.5:� 
SKETCH- SPILL WA Y  AERATION -5Y.5TEM 
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PLATE 1 
Construc tion Detai ls - Heud Box and Tail Box 
?lywood \·Jal l Panels being Pl aced 
1 : 72 Complete Hodel 
PLATE 2 
Construc tion Details - Head Box and Tail Box 
Supportinp, r.olumns and FrP�ng Detail s 
•. 
PLATE 3 
Construc tion Details - Head Box 
Joint Construc ti on with Waterproof Rubber S eal 
PLATE 4 
Construction Details - Head Box and Tail Box 
General View 
PLATE 5 
Construction Details - Ov e rfall Spil lway 
General View of Framework 
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Construction Details - Head Box and Overfall Spiliway 
Frame and Wire S creen of Rock Baffle 
Temple t  Frame s for Topography 
Overfall Spillway Framework 






Construction Details - Head Box and Overfall SpilJ �ay 
Overfall Spillway Framing 
Templet Frame s  for Topography in ?oregrouue 
PLATE 8 
Construction Detail s - Overfal1 Spillway 
Closeup View of Framework 
· :"-·: . 
' : . : ,_ 
PLATE 9 
Construction Detail s - Entire Hodel 
General View from Do�n stream 
PLATE 10 
Construction Details - Head Box nnd Overfall SpilJ way 
T opography Temple t  Frames with Metal Lath Coveri ng 
Masoni te Crest and Bucket 
Plywood Facing of Overfall Spill way 
.•. • " L' 
. , _ 
PLATE 11 
Construction D etails - Tail Box 
Concrete Scratch C oat on Topography Framework 
Sand Trap , Tail Gate , and Chute for Re turn Flow to Sump 
' . 
PLATE 12 
Construction D 8tails - Tail Box 
Topography Templet Franing 
S cratch Coat and Fini Rh Gout Appl i cation 
PLATE 13 
Construction Detail s - Overfall SpilJway and Pm:erhou se 
Mahogany Piers on Crest of SpiJ.lway 
Pm�er House Adjacent to Ri ght Training Wall 
PLATE 14 
Construction Detai l s  - Entire Model 
General View from Downstream 
Spillway Piers and Covering in Place 
PLATE 15 
' Flow Patterns - Overfall S pil lway 
Approach and Drawdown at Piers - View from Upstream 
HVl Elev 888 . 1 ,  - Q = 455,000 cfs - S pil1 way Flow Only 
PLATE 16 
Flow Patterns - OVerfall Spillway 
Approach and Drawdown at Piers - Side View 
HW Elev 888.1 - Q = 455 ,00� cfs, Spillway Flow Only 
. ' 
PLATE 17 
Flow Patterns Overfall npillway 
Spillway Training Walls Overtopped by Flow 
HW Elev 887. 6 - TW Elev 679.7,  Q = 477, 000 cfs 
' ·  
PLATE 18 
Flow Patterns - Over�all Spillway 
HW Elev 888 . 1 ,  Q = 4 5 5 , 000 c�s, S pillway Flow Only 
PLATE 19 
Water Surface Profiles Stilling Basin 
Tailwater 6 . 1  Feet Below Normal 
HW Elev 880 . 1 ,  TW Elev 666 . 5 ,  Q = 334, 500 cfs 
PLATE 20 
Water Surface Profiles - Stilling Basin 
Tail Water 11.1 Feet Below Normal 
ffi{ Elev 880 .1, TW Elev 661 . 5 ,  Q = 334, 500 cfe 
PLATE 21 
Water Surface Profiles - Stilling Basin 
Water 16 . 1  Feet Below Normal Tail 
HW Elev 880 . 1, T'd Elev 656 . 5 ,  Q = 334, 500 cfs 
. . 
PLATE 22 
\vater Surface Profiles 
Tail Water 3 . 9  Feet 
HW Elev 880.1,  TW Elev 676. 5, 
Stilling Basin 
Above Normal 
Q = 334, 500 cfs 
PL..A.TE 23 
Flow Patterns - Still ing Basin 
Effect of Sluice Operation on Still ing Basin Performance 




Flow Patterns - Stilling Basin 
View from Downstream 
Gate Operation Schedule - Seven Right Gate's Open 4 Ft 
HW Elev 880 . 1 ,  TW Elev 639 . 6 ,  Q = 51, 400 cfs 
Spillway and Powerhouse Flow Only 
. . 
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PLATE 25 
Flow Patterns - .S tilling Basin 
Side View 
Gate Operation Schedule - Seven Right Gates Open 4 Ft 
HW Elev 880 .1, TW Elev 639 .6, Q = 51,400 cfs 
Spillway and Powerhouse Flow Only 
• 
PLATE 26 
Flow Patterns - Stilling Basin 
Deposition of Bed Haterial 
Pattern formed in the Downstream Channel caused by Eddy 
EW Elev 880 . 5, TW Elev 644, Q = 69, 500 cfs 
PLATE 27 
Flow Patterns - S tilling Basin 
Gate Operation Schedule - Two Left Gates Closed 
HW Elev 888, TW Elev 685 . 5 ,  Q = 390, 000 cfs 
Spill�ay Flow Only 
. •  
PLATE 28 
Erosion Tests - River Channel 
Bed Hovement Downstream from Stilling Ba�in 
S ide View 
HW Elev 887 .6, TW Elev 679 . 7 ,  Q = 477 , 000 cfs 
PLATE 29 
Erosion Teate - River Channel 
Bed Movement Downstream from S tilling Basin 
S id e  View 
HW Elev 887 .6,  TW Elev 679 .7,  Q = 477, 000 cfs 
,. ' � 
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PLATE JO 
Erosion Tests - River Channel 
Bed Hovement Downstream from Stilling Basin 
Oblique View from Left Side 
HW Elev 887 .6, TI� EleY 679 .7, Q = 4 77, 000 cfs 
PLATE 31 
Erosion Testa - River Channel 
Bed Movement Downstream fram Stilling Basin 
View from Right Side 
Gate Operation Schedule - Two Left Gates Closed 
HW Elev 888, TW Elev 685 . 5 , Q = 390, 000 cfs , 
Spillway Flow Only 
., 
PLATE .32 
.Erosion Tests - River Channel 
Bed Movement Downstream from Stilling Basin 
View from Downstream 
Gate Operation Schedule - Two Left Gates Closed 
HW Elev 888, TW Elev . 685 . 5 ,  Q = .390 , 000 cfs , 
Spillway Flow Only 
. . , 
•' 
PLATE 33 
Erosion Tests - River Channel 
Bed Movement Downstream froxn Stilling Basin 
View from Left Side 
Gate Operation Schedule - Two Left Gate s Closed 
Wd. Elev 888, TW Elev 685 . 5 ,  Q = 390 , 000 ·crs , 
Spillway Flow Only 
PLATE 34 
Flow Patterns - Spillway Face 
Profile of Flow over Air S tep 
HW Elev 878 . 6, TI{ 641 . 1, Q = 68,200 cfs ,  2-ft Gate Opening 
